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How can agriculture contribute to the sustainable development of European cities?
How can agriculture and horticulture create vital urban spaces that have new social
and ecological qualities and are also economically viable? Urban Agriculture Europe is
the first comprehensive, transdisciplinary publication about urban agriculture in Europe. Apart from well-known examples of urban food gardens in western European
metropolises, this volume also studies innovative forms of agriculture on the urban
periphery, bringing in experiences in eastern and southern Europe. The contributions
approach urban agriculture from the point of view of social science, the economy,
agricultural ecology, and spatial planning and address the role of citizens, involved
parties, and politics, as well as operational models and planning tools. Case studies
from Barcelona, Dublin, Geneva, Milan, Sofia, Warsaw, and the Ruhr metropolis allow
a comparative view of European practice. Statements from involved parties and guidance for cities and regions round off the publication.

Placemaking strategy 2(+3):
co-productive farm offereing self harvesting gardens, farmshop, café
and community involvment

Placemaking strategy 2:
farmer and planning authority co-produce the park by productionintegrated ornamented fields (temporal) and production-integrated
nature conservation

Placemaking strategy 1:
creation of areas and corridors managed by the planning authority for
recreation and nature conservation

Placemaking strategy 1:
creation of the agricultural park by the regional planning authority,
agricultural landscape as the base layer of the park

Landschaftspark Mechtenberg
a multifunctional landscape characterized by agriculture
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